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ABSTRACT 
A variety of parameterized distributions are generalized by 
multiplying the usual density ~ya generalized hypergeometric 
function or a multiple hypergeometric function with an appropriately 
transformed argument variable. A benefit of our choice of the new 
special-function factor is that the normalizing constant has a 
closed functional form. Also, from the series representation of 
the special function, the moments and characteristic functions of 
the generalized distributions are averages of the moments and 
characteristic functions of the usual distributions. Tl1e new 
random quanti~ies, in the cases of the multiple gamma, Dirichlet, 
and inverted Dirichlet, have functional relations similar to the 
usual random quantiti~s. The new generalized chi-squared distribution 
has the usual noncentral chi-squared distribution as a special case. 
The method, in general, preserves the property of being a Bayesian 
conjugate prior density. 
1. Introduction 
The multitude of ways to extend a family of distributions or, 
otherwise, develop a new parameterized family include the followi.ng: 
(i). Develop the nonnull distribution of a test statistic 
(e.g. the noncentral chi-squared, noncentral t, noncentral F, double 
noncentral t, and double noncentral F distributions]. 
(ii) Directly intr_oduce a further parameter [ e.g. the 
generalized gamma distribution, with density function 
P(xla,B,c) = cxca-le-xc/a/(Sxr(a)), x ~ OJ. 
(iii)o Imbed a familiar distribution as a univariate margira 
of a new multivariate or matrix-variate distribution [e.g. the be!ta 
distribution, relative to the Dirichlet distrib~tion]. 
(iv)o Work with a function of the coordinates of a multivaxiate 
distribution [e.g. the Rayleigh distributfon]. 
(v). Mix over a random parameter. That is, using a mixing 
distribution H(8), one obtains a probability density function as 
. C 
fg(x;8)dH(8) or ig(x;8i)H(8i)' where g(x;8) is the parameterized 
mixand density {e.g. the mixed normal, compound Poisson, Bayesian 
prior-predictive or posterior-predictive distributions such as the 
Dirichlet-Bernoulli distribution or Dirichlet-multinomial distribution] 0 
(vi). Multiply by a further factor [e.g. truncated distributions, 
Bayesian posterior distributions]. 
In this article, we will extend several distributions by method 
·(vi), using a generalized hypergeometric function or a multiple 
1.2 
hypergeometric function as the new factor, followirig a suitable 
transformation in its argument. We will find that distributions obtained 
by other methods often can be rewritten in the form of method (vi). 
For example, the noncentral chi-squared distribution, a mixture of 
central.chi-squared distributions with Poisson mixing, has a density 
expressible as the product of the central chi-squared density and a 
further factor - a generalized hypergeometric function. For another 
example, noncentarl F and double noncentral F, both defined as mixtures 
of central F distributions, have. densities expressible as the product 
of a central F density and, respectively,~ generalized hypcrgcom~tric 
function, and a multiple hypergeometric function. 1\s a bcnc[J.t of our 
general c·hoice of factor and its argument, the normalizing conntnnt w.lll 
have a closed functional ~orm, and the new moments and charasteristic 
functions will be averages of the familiar quantities. In .particular 
cases,.the new random variables will be seen to satisfy relations similar 
to familiar relations holding between the usual random variables. 
We begin, Section 2, by providing a brief review of generalized 
hypergeometric functions and multiple hypergeometric functions. These 
special functions are well studied as solutions to differential eguationso 
Their series representations and recursive integral representations will 
be useful for our purposes. After giving the definitions and relevant 
properties of the further factors, we develop th~ method of generalization 
In Seqtion 3, we extend several families of univariate and multivariate 
distributions. Their properties and possible applications are given. we 
conclude, in Section 4, by discussing the effects of the further factors 
and suggesting an iterative procedure for estimating the parameters. 
2. 1 
2. A Method of Generalization 
2.1 The hypergeometric functions. 
The special functions called generalized hyp~rgeometric functions 
play an important role in statistics, as charateristic functions of 
distributions, moment-generating functions, probability-generating 
functions, cumulative distribution functions (Johnson & Kotz, 1970), 
and even probability density function themselves (Steyn, 1951). Their 
series representations can provide methods for calculating entitles of 
statistical interest. '!'his is increasingly so wrth the availability 
of computers. 
The generalized hypergeometric function extends the gauns 
hypergeometric function by increasing the number of numerator and 
denominator parameters. Its series representation is 
~ ( (a), k) xk F[(a);(b);x] = lJ -k=O ( (b) ,k)k! ' 
where the symbol (a) denotes the sequence of parameters a 1 , ••• ,a1~, 
the multiple form ((a),k) is the product (a1 ,k) ••• ~aA~k), and the 
Pochhammer symbol (a,r) is defined by the relations 
(a,r) = (a+r)/(a) 
= a(a+1) ••• (a+r+1) 
(a,O) = 1 
(a,-r) = (-1)/(1-a,r). 
( 2 0 1 ) 
The B many denominator parameters b 1 ,b2 , ••• ,b8 are required to take 
values other than negative integers. The series converges for all 
finite values of its argument if A< B, and for lxl < 1 if A= B+1. 
2.2 
The case A> B+1 is considered only if one or more of the numerator 
parameters is a negative integer, for which the series terminates and 
the question of convergence does not arise. 
Many familiar functions are lower-order special cases-of the 
generalized hypergeometric function. For example, the exponential 
function, 0F0 (.;.;x) = ex, the binomial function, 1F0 (a;.;x) = (1-x)-a, 
the Bessel function, 0F1 (.; b ;x) = r (b) (ix) (b-i >Jb-i (2ix!), ~he 
i 1 i -a -aJx a-1 -y ncomp ete gamma funct on, 1F1 (a;a+1;-x) = ax r(a,x) = ax 0
y e d~ 
-a and the incomplete beta function, 2F 1 (a,1-b;x) = ax Bx(a,b) 
Q ax-aJ:Ya-1 11 _Y 1b-1dy, 
The multiple hypergeometric function cxtcnc1R the g~nnr.R I h:ocJ 
hypergeometric function by an increase in the number of argument 
variables. It has the following multiple series representation, 
A:B1 ; ••• ;B(n)[(a):(b1 ); ••• ;(b(n)) . ] 
F 1 1 ( ) ; x,, ••• ,xn 
C:D ; ••• ;o<n) (c):(d ); ••• ;(d n) 
1 (n) m1 mn 
= r( (a) ,m, + ••• +mn> ( (b ) ,m1) ••• ( (b ) ,mn>x, ••• xn 
( ( c) , m1 + ••• +mn) ( ( d 
1 ) ,m1 ) ••• ( ( d ( n) ) , mn) m1 ! ... mn ! 
where the summation is over all integers m. from Oto infini-ty for 
l. 
each i = 1, ••• ,n. The most important hypergeometric functions of 
( 2. 3) 
several variables are the Lauricella functions FA, r8 , Fe, F0 which 
are the special cases defined by 
( i ) _ 1 : 1 ; ••• ; 1 [a: b1 ; ••• ; b0 • l FA(a;b1, ••• ,b0 ;c1, ••• ,c0 ;x1, ••• ,xn) - F ,x1, ••• ,x 0 •1• ·1 ·c • ·c n  , ••• , •• ,, ••• , n (2.4) 
F8 (a 1, ••• ,an,b1, ••• ,bn;c;x1, ••• ,xn) - F ·x x (l.
·1.·) _ 0:2; ••• 2[•:(a1,b1); ••• ;(~,bn) ] 
1 ·0· 0 c· • • • ' ,, ••• , n . ,... . , ... , . 
(2.5) 
(-iii) F ( b ) - F 2: 0; • • • ; 0 [ (a, b) : • • • • o • • • ] Ca, ;c,, ••• ,cn;x,, ••• ,xn - ,x,,.o.,X 
0•1• •1 • ·c. ·c n • , ••• ~ • ,, ••• , n 
( 2. 6) 
( 2 .. 7 ) 
If the number n of variables, is taken equal to two, these four 
functions reduce to the Appell functions F2 ,F3 ,F4 and F1 , respectively; 
and if n = 1, all four functions become the Gauss function 2F1 • The 
convergence of multiple hypergeometric series was examined by Horn, 
1889. In case A+B(i) < C+D(i)+1, the series converges for all finite 
value of xi. 
The Lauricella functions have a wide diversity of npplicnticr,~ 
in statistics, mathematics, and theoretical physics, such as: on 
expectation associated with the multiple beta distr~bution; a Di~iphlet 
distribution.function associated with a transition density function 
in the field of genetics (for FA); the distribution of the ratio of 
two Dirichlet variates and the expectation associated with the multiple. 
gamma distribution (for F0 ) (Exton, 1976). 
Relevant properties of the multiple hypergeometric function 
include the following: 
A:0; ••• ;0[(a);.; ••• ;. ] 
1 • F ; x, , ... , x = AFC ( (a) ;. ( c) ; x, , ••• xn) C:O; ••• ;O (c);•; ••• ;. n 
0 ·B1 • -a<n) [ • (b1 ) • • (b(n)) l . , ... , .. , ... , . 
2. F 1 ( ) 1 ( ) ;x1 , ••• ,x O·D • •D n • • (d ) • • (d n ) n . , ... , . , ... ,
-n n .F ( (b(j)) • (d(j)) ·x ) 
- . c·, <·> , , J. J=1 B J D J 
A: 1 ; ••• ; 1 ( (a) : b 1 ; ••• ,·b ( n) ] 3. F · ;x, ••• ,x 
C:O; ••• ;O (c): • ; ••• ;-
. ( n) 
= A+ 1Fc((a),b1+ ••• +b ;(c);x) 
4. FA(a,b1 , •• ~,bn;c1 , ••• ,cn;x1 , ••• ,xn) 
n -a 
= E(1-.t Uixi) 
J =1 
where Ui has the beta distribution Ui ~ Beta (b1 ,c1-b1 ) for 
i = 1,2, ••• ,n, independently. 
where g n Dirichlet (a 1 , ••• ,a ,c-.1: al.). n J=1 . 






= E(1-EU.x.) (2.13) 
1 J J 
where 2 has the Dirichlet distribution as in (2.12). Furthermore, 
· the function FD may also·be represented. by a single integral: 
FD(a,b1 , ••• ,bn;c;x1 , ••• ,xn) 
n -b· 
= E 1: ( 1-x. U) J j =1 l. 
where Uhas beta distribution U ~ Beta (a,c-a). 
2.2 The Method of generalization 
By multiplying a familiar probability density function by a 
further factor and then renormalizing, the probability density 
function of a generalized distribution can be obtained. This is 
(2.14) 
analogous·to the operation performed in Bayes' Theorem. Let 
p(xl~) be such a generalized density function, 
p(xl~> = p 0 (xl~ 0 )•g(z(x>1~ 1 )/c, (2.15) 
where p 0 (xl~o> is a known probability density function having the 
parameter vector ~O and g(z(x)l~ 1 ) is some function with argument 
z(x) and parameter vector ~1 • The parameter vector~ is a function 
~ = ~<~o,~1> of ~O and ~1 and c is the renormalizing constant. Here, 
xis a general notation for a single random varinble, or a rnndom 
vector. The argument z(x) can be a real-valued or a vector-valued 
function of X. 
2.3 Initial Examples: 
1. ·Truncated distributions: the multiplier is an indicator 
function parameterized by the maximum and minimun possible values of 
the random variable, for example, the truncated normal distribution 
with density function, 
.1 I / "' b-u "' a-u p(x u,a,a,b) = p 0 (x u,a)•I[a,b](x) [~(7,)-~(~)] 
where p 0 (xlu,cr) is the normal density with mean u and standard 
deviation a, and tis the standard normal c.d.f • 
('2. 1 6) 
. 2. Rayleigh Distribution: Let~ be normally distributed inn 
dimensions with mean vector~ and covariance matrix crin, where a is 
a positive constant and In is the identity matrix. Then r = l~I, 
the norm of x, follows the Rayleigh distribution with density function 
-
p(r) r > 0 (2ci17) 
where u = l~I and Iv(•) is the modified Bessel function of the 
first kind of order v. 
3. Generalized beta and gamma distributions: Exton (1978) used 
2.6 
a product of generalized hyperg~ometric functions of form AFB ( ••••• ;z) 
as a multiplier to the density functions ·of a special beta distribution 
and the gamma distribution, respectively, to obtain new densities, 
k-1xd-1 A 1F a1 ( (a 1 I; (b1 I ;h1 (xi ••• A (n)F sin) ( (a (n); (b(nl) ;hnxl-, o ~x ~ 1, 
where 
1 • A1 • • "' ( n) { d • ( a1 ) • • ( a ( n) ) ] -1 • , ••. ,I\ • , .•• , 
k = d F 1 ( ) 1 ( ) ; h1 , ••• ,h , 1:B ; ••• ;B_n d+1:(b ); ••• ;(b n) n 
(2.18) 
and the density 
k-1 -px d-1 1 1 • h ( ( ( n) ) . ( b ( n) . h ) ( 2 1 9 ) e x A1FB1((a );(b ), 1x) .... A(n)F9(n) a , ), nx . 
where 
· . 1 (n) 1 (n)) · 
r ( d) 1 : A ; ••• ; A (d: ( a ) ; ••• ; ( a . • / / .] 
k = pcr·Fo·B1. -s<n) •.(bl). • (b(n) >'h1 p, ••• ,hn p_ • 
. , ... , . , ... , 
Properties and Requirements 
1. The normal distribution, the beta distribution, and the gamma 
distribution are known as the conjugate prior distributions, 
respectively, for the normal sampling model, binomial sampling model 
and sampling Poisson process. There is a natural sense in which this 
relation extends to their generalized distributions as defined by this 
method. Generally, if P0 (x)~o> is a conjugate prior density for a 
sampling model, then the new generalized density p(xl~) is a family 
similiarly closed under sampling from the same sampling process. 
2. If the further-factor function g can be expressed in series 
form or merely a polynomial by special ·choice of the numerator parameter 
in the generalized hypergeometric function, then the generalization 
can be considere? as a mixture distribution. For a mixture, the moments 
and characteristic function are m~rely linear combinations of the moments. 
or characteristic functions of the mixand distributions if such moments 
and characteristic functions exit. Examples include the mixed normal 
and the compound Poisson distributions. 
3. In case the function g is a series having positive coefficients, 
and the argument z(x) is proportional to the kernel of the original 
distribution, then the generalized distribution is completely monotonic, 
that is, a scale-mixture of.normal distributions, provided that the 
parent distributi~n is completelY. monotonic. This follows from the fact 
that the complete monotone class is closed under such summation. 
4o Generally,it may be difficult to find the renormalizing constant, 
even though the factor function g(z(x)l~1 ) is a simple one. To avoid 
such difficulty, the choice of the function g and the argument z(x) 
should be made with care. In example 3, Exton used the generalized 
hypergeometric function as the function g to extend the beta and gamma 
distributions with the argument z(x) chosen proportional to the kernel 
of the respective beta or gamma density. 
s. To form the new density (2.15), the further factor should be 
positive. Such a restriction can reduce the variety in the effect of 
the further factor. However, the numerous parameters of the special 
functions can allow important differences from the usual distributiono 
We shall consider the special functions to have positive coefficients 
throughout, except for cases of particular mention. 
3 .1 
3. SPECIFIC PARAMETERIZED FAMILIES 
3.1. Generalized Multiple Gamma Distribution: 
We extend the multiple gamma distribution, a joint distribution 
of independent gamma variables with vectors of parameters!,!, by 
multiplying the density by the generalized multiple hypergeometric 
function and then renormalizing, to yield 
As a generalized multiple gamma distribution, this comprises a Bayesian 
conjugate prior family for the multiple Poisson sampling process, the 
joint distribution of K independent Poisson. variables. With such a 
sampling model, if we denote the prior distribution by! - MG(g,§,F), 
where F denotes the new factor, then the posterior distribution takes 
the form, 
(3.2) 
The ·corresponding Bayesian prior predictive distribution, the marg~nal 
distribution of vector n, is obtained as a generalized multiple gamma 
-
mixture of the multiple Poisson distribution, 
k -1 -1 3-_ aj 1 nj 
Pt ~) = Ex I a B F ( P ( !! I ! )) = . ~ 1 nJ. B ( nj , aJ. ) . ( 1 + B"' ) ( 'B:+f) . 
- .,,_, J- j J 
• 
FA:B1+1; ••• ;s<k>+1 [<a):(b1),a1+n11 ... 1(b(kl),~k+nk.!..!_ · pk l 
C:D1 ; •• .";o(k) (c):(d1). ; ••• ;(d(k)) 'B1+1 1 ••• 1Tk+fj 
A:B1+1; ••• ;s<k>+1 [<a):(b1 >,a,; ••• ;(b(k)),ak.~ Pie] 
. F C: D 1 ; ••• ; D ( k) ( c) : ( d 1 ) . ; ••• ; ( d ( k) ) ' B 1 ' • • • ' Bk 
(3.3) 
3.2 
The vector ll no longer has independent coordinates, due to -the dependent 
coordinates in the generalized multiple gamma distribution. Such a 
prior predictive distribution can be viewed as a generalized multiple 
negative binomial distribution if the a1s are integers. 
The characteristic function of (3.1) has the form, 
.... T 
E(e1 ; ~) 
This is a product of the chara~teristic function of the multiple 
gamma distribution and a ratio of multiple hypergeometric functions. 
The moment generating function has a similar form. 
Univariate Case: 
For the univariate case, somewhat more generally than merely 
letting k = 1 in (3.1), we can allow the fur~her factor to be a 
multiple hypergeometric function.· Then the generalized gamma 
distribution will have the following density, 
/4 A+ 1 : B 1 ; ••• ; B ( k )[ (a) , a; ( b 1 ) ; ••• ; ( b ( k) ) • P 1 pk] 
/Fe :o1 ; ••• ;o<k> (c) :(d1 ); ••• ;(d(k))~a,,···,~. 
This yields, as special cases, Exton's generalized_gamma distribution 
as in. (2.19) for all B1's ~nd D!s equal.to zero, and also the noncentral 1 -
chi-squared distribution, for which the density function can be expressed 
as the mixture of central chi-square density functions, 
OA I 00A 
. - p 2 • 0 F 1 ( • ; 2 ; 4X ) 1 F 1 ( 2; 2 ; 2 ) • 
X<5(X) 





This contains (3.6) as a special case. For 6 = 1 in (3.7), we can 
define a generalized normal distribution by the transformation y = ±Ii, 
When A= B = O, this reduces to the usual normal distribution with 
meanµ and variance 0 2 • A sum of independent generalized chi-squared 
variables, each distributed as (3.7), will have a generalized gamma 
density, as in (3.1). 
For application to Bayesian inference, in addition to the new 
conjugate prior family for the Poisson process, let us consider, as 
a sampling model, one of the generalized gamma distributions introduced 
by Stacy (1962). Such a conditional distribution has the density, 




(w,c, and p > 0). This distribution includes as special cases the 
exponential ( p = c = 1), the gamma ( c = 1), and the Weibull (w = c). 
e 
The log-normal is also a limiting special case as w + =. The 
distribution (3.9) is easily visualized in terms of y = ·logx, the 
log survival time. We let the parameter p have the prior density 
Tr(p) as follows, 
a special case of t3.1). The density of the posterior n(plx) then 
has the closed form, 
3.2. Extended Dirichlet Distributions: 
3.4 
(3.11) 
The moments of the Dirichlet distribution have the form of a 
ratio of two generalized beta functi~ns. It is easy to derive from 
this the Dirichlet expectation of a multiple hypergeometric functiono 
THEOREM 3.1 
If y -. D(E), then 
( k-1 ) A: B 1 ; •• o ; B { k) [ {a) : {bl ) ; o •• ; ( b ( k) ) ] 
E I b F 1 ( k) 1 ( k) ; p 1 u, ' ;. . • 'pk Uk 
u C 0 D • •D · (c)•(d )• •(d ) - - . , ... , , , ... , 
(3.13) 
again·a multiple hypergeometric function. 
We define the generalized Dirichlet distribution, to have the 
density, 
3.5 
lA:B1 +1; ••• ;s<k) +1 [<a): (b1) ,b1; ••• ; (b(k) ,bit. ] 
/ F C+ 1 : D 1 ; • • • ; D ( k) ( c) , b. : ( d 1 ) ; • • • ; ( d ( k) , P1 , • • • , PJt _ (3.14) 
_ { 1 (k)) 1 (k) } where O - (a),(c),(b ), ••• ,(b ,(d ), ••• ,(d ),P 1 , ••• ,pk. 
The density (3.14) can also be obtained from the generalized multiple 
gamma distribution (3.1), by the transformation, u1 = xi/Exi, 
i = 1,2, ••• ,k. This generalization gives Janardo (1_973) and Dickey 
(1983) as special cases, as followi. 
(i)· Janardo's extended Dirichlet distribution has the density 
function, 
(3.15) 
where t~n)(b1 , ••• ,bn;c;x1 , ••• ,xn) = ~1WFo<!,b1 , ••• ,bn;c;ex1 , ••• ,Exn)' 
k-1 
whe~e O < ui < 1 for all i, f u1 < 1 
k-1 
b 1. > 0 for all i, b. = t b.+bk i=1 1 
pi> 0 for all i. 
If A= C = B1 = ••• = Blk) = o1 = ••• = o<~> = o, by properties (2.9), 
k-1 (2.2), 0F0 (.;p1u1 , ••• ,pk~1uk_1 ,0) reduces to exp( f piu1 ). 
(ii) Dickey's extended Dirichlet distribution has the density 
function, 
(3.16) 
where Ra(2,~) is B.C. Carlson's symmetrized multiple hypergeometric 
function, a special case of the Lauricella F0 function, 
Ra(2,z) = F~k)(a,b1 , ••• ,bk;b1+ ••• +bk;1-z1 , ••• ,1-zk). For A= 1, 
C = B1 = ••• = B(k) = D1 = ••• = o<k) = o, a= Band property (2.8), 
1:0; ••• ;o[B:•; ) -B F0 • 0 • • 0 •• (1-z1 )u1 , ••• ,(1-zk)uk reduces to (u z) • . , ... , .. , . - - We note 
that Dickey's other extensions, involving several linear forms and 
a double average, are not special cases of (3.14). 
From Theorem (3.1), we have the following expectation associated 
with the Lauricella functions. 
Corollary 
Corollary 
E(k-1)F~k)<b,+ ••• +bk;d,, ••• ,dk;e;P1u,, ••• ,Pkuk) 
~112. 
(k-1) (k) 1 ~ -(b,+ ••• +bk) 
= ~f~ !j(~,e)( -,Piuivi) 
= F~k)(d,, ••. ,dk;b1,•••;bk;e;p1,•••1Pk) 
The moment of the generalized Dirichlet distribution is the 
product of a moment of the ordinary Dirichlet distribution and a 
ratio of multiple hypergeometric functions;· that is, 
k n1 E ( Il u ) 
ulb n i=1 i 
.., ..,,u 
Marginal and Conditional Distributions 
3.7 
• (3.19) 
In general, the marginal density of a joint extended Dirichlet 
distribution with density function (3.14) can be derived as a series 
form, but not a closed (or named) functional form. However, if we 
restrict discussion to the special case s 1 = ••• = B(k) = D1 = ••• 
= D(k) = o, the density (3.14) reduces, by (2.8) to 
(3.20) 
T T T T T T Conformably partition~= (~( 1 ),~( 2 )) , 2 = <2( 1 ),2( 2 )) and 
· T T T T e = ( P1 , ••• , Pk)_ = ( e 1 ) , e ( 2 ) ) , where ~ ( i) : ki x1 ( i = 1 , 2) and 
k 1+k2 = k. Then we have the following theorem concerning the.marginal 
and conditional densities of (3.20). 
Theorem 3.2 
Suppose u has the density functi~n (3.20), and let 
.... 
V = T T / <2( 1 ),u( 2 ).>,! = 2( 2 ) u( 2 ) •• Then the conditional distrubution 
of w given v has the density function, 
.... .... 
(3.21) 
and the marginal distribution of v has the density function 
-1 ( k1 b ( 1 ) i -1 ] b ( 4 ) • -1 A : 1 ; • • • ; 1 (( a) : b ( 2 ) 1 ; ••• ;b ( 2 ) k ] 
P ( y;) = B ( b ( 1 ) , b ( 2 ) ) II Vi V k + l F 2 ; p1 ••• , Pit 
- • i=1 1 C+1 :O; • •• ;O (c) ,b( 2) •: ••••••• 
f A : 1 ; .. o ; 1 [ (a) : b1 ; ••• ; bit ] F . iP11•••,Pk C+1:0; ••• ;0 (c),b : ••••••• 
. . 
(3.22) 
Proof: Indicate by(*) the different distribution for the same 
variables, u -* D(g) with density P*(y). Then the given distribution 
for (3.20) satisfies 
where the constant denominator is 
A : 1 ; • • • ; 1 ( ( a ) : b 1 , • • • , bk ] 
F iP11•••1Pk • 
C+1:0; ••• ;0 (c),b•; ••••• 
Change variables to!,!, 
P(!,!) = P*(!,!)AFC((a);(c);~T!k2gr1)Q(1)+~Tu(2)•e(2))/const • 
. Since !1! -* D(2( 2 )) and!-* D(2( 1 ),b( 2 ).)' then 
P(~l~)P(~) = [P*(!IY)AF~((a);(c);P1 , ••• ,Pk.> 
f A :1; ••• ;1[(a):b( 2 )1; ••• ;b(2)k:a - - ]] F ;P1 , ••• ,Pk C+1:0, ••• ,0 (c),(b( 2 ) : •••• ~··• 2 
A :1; ••• ;1 ((a):b(2)1; ••• ;b(2)k:z.- - ] 
•P*(~)F ,P11• 00 ,Pk 
. C+ 1 : 0 ; ••• ; 0 ( C ) 'b ( 2 ) • : • • • • • • • 2 
/constant. 
A special case of this theorem was obtained by Dickey for his 
generalizations of the Dirichlet family. 
3.9 
In addition to the convenient use of such a generalization for 
the prior and posterior distributions for multiple Bernoulli sampling, 
this class can also be used to model the variability of personal 
posterior probabilities over a population of Bayesian scientists 
(Dickey (1968) and Dickey and Freeman (1975)). 
Univariate Case (Generalized Family of Beta Distributions) 
The beta distribution is the univariate case of the Dirichlet (k~2). 
A generalization of the beta distribution can be obtained as the 
univariate case of our extended Dirichlet distribution. More generally, 
consider the following expectations of .the beta distribution, 
u "" Beta(b1 ,·b2 ), 
A: B 1 ; •• ·.; B ( k) [ (a) : ( b 1 ) ; ••• ; ( b ( k) ) n n] 
Eulb, ,b2 F C:D1; ••• ;o<k) (c): (d 1); ••• ; (d(k)); P1X , ••• , PitX 
b1 b1+n-1 1 (k) 
A+n:B1; ••• ;B(k)[(a), n , ... , n :(b ); ••• ;(b ) I 
= F 1 (k) b +b b +b +n-1 ;P1 '•••,Pk 
C+n:D ; ••• ;D (c) 1 2 1 2 •(d,)• •(d(k)) 
' n , ••• , n • , ••• , 
(3.23) 
and 
A·B1 • ·B(k) [(a)• (b1 ) • • (b(k)) ] • , ••• , • , ••• , n n n n 
E lb b F 1 (k) 1 (k) ;P1x (1-x) , ••• ,Pkx· (1-x) u 1 ' 2 C: D ; ••• ;D ( C) : ( d ) ; • • • ; ( d ) 
b1 b1+n-1 1 (k) 
- A+n:B 1 ; • • • ;B(k) [(a), If , • • •, n : (b ) ; • • •; (b ) ._P1 pk] 
F (3.24) 
- C+n:D1; ••• ;D(k) b1 +b2 b1 +b2+n-1-. 1 • • (k) '4n' ••• , 4n • (c), n , ••• , n .(d ), ••• ,(d ) 
We can use the functions under these expectations as further factors 
to extend the beta distributions, and their expectat~ons become the 
renormalizing constants. The gener~lization by (3.23) cont~ins 
Exton's generalized beta distribution (2.18) as a special case, 
and also the noncentral beta distribution. The latter is defined as 
the distribution of the ratio 
and has the density function 
. V2 
e-J.../2 E (J...)j(j•)-1u½V1+j-1(1 u)T-1 ~(v1 j 2) j=O 2 • - /E 2+ '2 
v 1 V2 V1 +V2 J...u 
V V --1 - -1 ( j )( ) / 
B ( 1 2) -1 2 ( 1 ) 2 c; 2 ' 2 J.../ 2 
= 2'2 U -u ~ V e 
j-0 <-f,j )j 1 
. "1 +V2 "1 }...U 0 J.../ 2 
= p lb b (U)•1F1( 2 '2'2) e • 
u 1' 2 . 
If we use the generalized chi-squared random variable instead of 
noncentra~ chi-squared in the represe~tation (3.25), we obtain a 
generalized beta distribution which is a special case of (3.14) for 
k = 1 or (3.23) fork= 1, n = 1. 
For interestj_ let us consider the very special case with 
density function 
The cumulative distribution function then has the following form, 
Of course, when we let the a's equal zero, the well-known special 
case of the incompleta beta function is obtained,. 
b1 
-1 X B ( b 1 , b 2 ) ~ 2F 1 ( b 1 , 1-b2 ; 1 +b1 ; x) • 1 
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(3.28) 
The moments of (3.26) are easy to derive as ratios of the Lauricella 
function FD~ We also have the expectation of a particular function 
in the same form as the further factor, 
For Bayesian inference, similarly to the Dirichlet family, the 
distributions of our generalized family are conjugate prior for 
Bernoulli sampling trials or the Binomial model. We can also consider 
a sampling model having the density function, 
(3.30) 
the density of a truncated exponential distribution. Let the unknown 
parameter have the prior density n(B) as in (3a26). Then the prior-
predictive density is as given by Exton (1976) 
(3.31) 
where t6n+l) is the confluent form of the Lauricella Function FD. 
3.3. The Extended Multiple F and Inverted Dirichlet Distrubutions 
T Let g = (u1 ,u2 , ••• ,uk) have the extended Dirichlet distribution 
(3.14). Consider the usual transformation, 
T : Xi = U i / ( 1 - U 1 - • • • - uk _ 1 ) , i = 1 , 2 , • • • , k- 1 • 
Then we have the extended inverted D~richlet distribution with 
density function 
- -1[k-1 bj-1] k-1 -bG 
P(!) - B(2) j~l xj ( 1 + j~1xj) 
A:B1; ••• ,B(k) ((a): (b1); ••• ; (b(k)) Px1 Pk-1'1c-1 Pk ] 
oFC:D1; ... ;o(k) (c):(d1); ••• ;(d(k));1+!xi' ... , 14!Xi '1+txi 
J. A: B 1 ~ 1 ; ••• ; B ( k) + 1 ( (a) : ( b 1 ) , b1 ; ••• ! ( b ( k) ) , bit• ] 
/ F C+ 1 : D l ; ••• ; D ( k) ( c) , b •: ( d l ) ; ••• ; ( d ( k) ) ' pl 1 • • • 1 Pie • 
The density (3.33) can also be obtained by the transformation 
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(3.34) 
where (Y1 , ••• ,Yk) has the·generalized multiple gamma disrtibution (3.1) .• 
The generalized multiple F distribution (z 1 ,z2 , ••• ,zk) can be obtained 
by the scale transformation of (3.33), zi = (bk/b1 )xi, i = 1,2, ••• ,k. 
The moments are ratios of multiple hypergeometric functions, similarly 
to ( 3. 19). · 
Univariate Case: 
The univariate case of the extended multiple Fis of particular 
interest. The usual noncentral and double noncentral F distributions 
are both mixtures of central F distribut~ons (Johnson & Kotz, 1970). 
These are both special cases of (3.33), as follows. 
The extended noncentral F density is 
J. 1 J 
F "1 +."2 "1. ½A1 "1 x0 A/2 
= PF(x) 1 1< 2 '2'v +v x> e (3.35) 
2 1 
The-double noncentral F has density 
co co - A1 A1 j - A2 A2 k 
PFu(X) = j~O k~O[exp(T)(T) /j ! ][exp(2)(2) /k!] 
"1 . "2 -1 ½Vi+j ½'2+k ½v1+j-1 -½(v1+v2)-j-k 
•B(2 +J ,2 +k) v1 v2 x (v2+v1x) 
V1+V2 
1 :0.0[ 2 i • i • ½V1A Ix ½A2V2 ]/ !,(A1+V2) 
= PF(X)•F .:---,--- c • 0:1•1 V1 V2 V2+V1X V2+V1X 
, . ·-- . 
' 2 ' 2 
(3.J(i) 
we·began this section by defining the generalized multiple gamma 
distribution, which has dependent coordinates. Its univariafe ca!;e 
contains as a special case the noncentral chi-squared distribution. 
By transforming independent chi-squared random variables, one obtains 
the ordinary Dichlet and inverted Dirichlet distributions. 9 The 
generalized ~irichlet and generalized inverted Mrichlet distributions, 
as we defined them, can also be derived by the same transformations 
from the generalized multiple gamma distribution. Moreover, usin~J 
the generalized chi-squared distribution instead of the noncentral 
chi-squared distribution, the transformed variables associated with 
noncentral beta, noncentral F, and double noncentral ·F turn out 




The method of section 2 successfully extends various distributions 
of multivariate form by introducing, as a further factor, a transformed 
special function, a generalized hypergeometric function, of multiple 
hypergeometric function. It is important that the further factor 
selected be positive. For cases when the argument variables are 
nonnegative, the parameters can be allowed to be negative. If the 
number of negative parameters is even, the coefficients of the 
hypergeometric function are positive, and so is the function itself. 
But if the number of negative parameters is odd, the signs of the 
coefficients of the series alternate, and then the poAitivity of tl1~ 
function is not guaranteed if the arguments can be any real value. 
Gasper (1975) studied the positivity of special functions by reducing 
them to a simpler function involving fewer parameters. The pos1tivity 
of our further factor will imply the positivity of the renormalizing 
constant. This will allow a recurrence-relation method to prove the 
positivity of a special function having a few more parameters than a 
simple one. 
In this article, we restrict our attention to the special functions 
having positive coefficients. Such special functions can still have a 
large effect on.the ordinary distributi~n. Firstly, the effect can be a 
change in the parameters of the ordinary distribution. For example, in 
-a the beta distribution, Beta(a,B), the choice of 1F0 (a;-;x) = (1-x) wilL 
change S to B-a, or the choice of 1F0 (a;-;(1-x) will change a to a-a; 
and in the gamma distribution, Gamma(a,8), the choice of 0F0 (-;-;px) 
will change B to B-p. Secondly, after choosing.a particular special 
function, if we still need a further change, we can introduce 
two further parameters in the function, e.g. 2F1 (a,b;c;.) to 
3F2 (a,b,d1 ;c,d2 ;.). The greater the difference is between d 1 and 
d 2 , the greater the .effect of the factor will be. To allow an even 
greater effect by a wider choice of ~actor functions, we have the 
following remedy: Use a linear combination of special functions as 
a further factor. This will allow one to choose a special function 
having a lower bound. For example, by working with the cosine 
function cos/i = 0F1 (½,-¼z) ~ -1, or the Legendre polynomials 
- 1-x Pn(x) = 2F1 (-n,n+1;1;-2-) ~½,we may use coslz+1 and Pn(x)-½ as 
further factors. Other examples include the Hermite polynorninl!=I 
and Laguerre polynomials. The renormalizing constant will then be 
4.2 
just a linear combination of the renormalizing constants for each 
individual term as a factor. In general, we may consider the following 
weighted average 
( 4. 1 ) 
where the ith weight ~s the ith linear combination, 
w. (XI 111) = LC .. f. ( X 1111. ( 11. ) ) > 0, ·and rwi = 1, 
1 j l.J J J l. -
and the fj 's are particular special functions. The weights w(x(11i) 
would be independent of the variable x in the case of constant £j's. 
Perhaps, the most conspicuous problem when using a parameterized 
distribution to fit data is the estimation of the parameters. Many 
methods have being developed for estimation of the "ordinary" 
distributions, such as the frequency substitution principle, the 
method of moments, least squares, and maximum likelihood. The method 
•LJ 
of moments seems to offer a promising way of estimating the parameters 
of the "generalized" distributions. However, it turns out to be 
diffi~ult to solve the resulting simultaneous equations for many 
parameters. ·A general iterative method might be suggested. One can 
use the usual distribution as. an initial solution, check diagnostically 
after each fit by introducing one more parameter on a trial basis, and 
terminate by inspecting the successive values of a goodness-of-fit 
criterion. Such a method would provide a simultaneous fit and choice 
of model. 
R. 1 
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